
Greg Frankson, OCT, B.Ed., B.A., has pursued his personal mission – to 
present the vision that inspires others to positively change the world –
for over 20 years. His background in training and development, event 
production, sales, writing, and competitive speaking/poetry ensures 
your people receive real value delivered with passion, humour and 
wisdom. He is driven to work with clients like you to help you create a 
base of skills and expertise to accelerate the success of your business.

Ask Greg about THE GRAND FINALE, his boldly unique Poet-in-
Residence event service (with emceeing and workshop options). 
Creative summation of your proceedings presented with a bang!
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“If we could channel the energy his words create, we wouldn't need a pipeline.” – Laura Di Battista, author & radio host

Diversity & InclusionMental Health

Business Development Conflict Resolution

One morning, after waking up debilitated 
by depression, Greg knew it was time for a 
change. Explore lessons and strategies on 
how to intentionally cultivate a culture of 

care to ensure team success, guided by 
empathy, passion and purpose.

An increasingly diverse workforce is the 
future and the present of Canadian 

industry. How your business handles the 
challenges of inclusion will dictate whether 
you keep growing or get left behind in the 

battle to hire and retain the best talent.

How you show up affects your leadership 
positioning, your growth prospects and 
much more. By recalibrating what you’re 
saying internally and externally, you can 

tell your brand story more powerfully, 
boost morale and improve your outcomes. 

When an issue arises, can your team 
manage it responsibly and directly, or do 
gossip, innuendo and avoidance rule the 
day? Refine how best to end the silence, 

have difficult conversations productively, 
and move your team forward in harmony.
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Pro:GRAM™
Want to achieve Powerful Results & Outcomes with your 
team? Accelerate Growth of your business, strengthen 
staff Retention to save you money and facilitate Agency
to increase staff morale through Mastery of the Voice 
Share Pro:GRAM principles. 

Greg utilizes his proprietary Bennu Method™, a 
modular five-stage facilitated process developed 
exclusively for the Voice Share Pro:GRAM™. Once 
applied to your team’s workflow and interpersonal 
interactions, experience transformative results in your 
business culture and your bottom line.

These services are ideal for workplaces that prioritize 
providing support, collaboration and leadership for 
their people in the areas of conflict resolution, business 
development, diversity and mental health.

Greg Frankson, OCT, B.Ed., B.A., has pursued his personal mission – to 
present the vision that inspires others to positively change the world –
for over 20 years. He will assess your team’s communication intelligence 
to help you create a conversational culture that produces better 
outcomes at all stages of your business cycle.

Applying his skills in labour market analysis, corporate training, sales 
management and policy development, he will customize solutions to 
maximize your results.

Greg has had the pleasure of working with:


